Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others
1. A. hosted
B. impressed
C. finished
D. watched
2. A. honor
B. high
C. host
D. hold
Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others
3. A. solidarity
B. generosity
C. facilities
D. international
4. A. outstanding
B. athlete
C. express
D. prepare
Choose the word(s) that is CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s)
5. The ASEAN Para-Games are hosted by the same country where the SEA Games took place.
A. organized
B. impressed
C. participated
D. defended
6. Southeast Asia is a region of diverse cultures.
A. same
B. adopted
C. various
D. respected
7. The athlete had tried his best to ______ his SEA Games title and records.
A. carry
B. perform
C. defend
D. support
8. They told me he had __________a gold medal in wushu.
A. won
B. scored
C. gained
D. got
9. Singapore and Vietnam had ________who were awarded the Most Outstanding Athlete titles in the
Swimming and Shooting events.
A. participates
B. participations
C. participants
D. participated
10. The SEA Games ________every two years, with 11 countries in Southeast Asia participating.
A. comes down
B. sets up
C. takes place
D. brings about
11. The Games impressed sports enthusiasts ________its spirits: solidarity, cooperation for peace and
development.
A. for
B. with
C. about
D. on
12. Customer: “ Waiter! I’d like the menu, please.”
Waiter: “ ________ .”
A. But I don’t like
B. Here you are, sir C. Here are you, sir D. Yes, thank you
13. I feel ______________ I did yesterday
A. much more tired than
B. many more tired than C. as many tired as D. as more tired as
14. ______ was debated, the more people became involved.
A. The longer the issue
B. The longer issue C. The long issue
D. The longest issue
15. In diving competitions, women perform _____ men do.
A. dive the same as
B. the same dives as C. dive the same way as D. the diving is the same
16. It’s getting more and ________ to find a cheap apartment.
A. more difficult
B. difficult
C. less difficult
D. more difficult than
17. I can’t speak English ________ my partners.
A. more better than
B. as good as
C. worse than
D. as well as
Choose the sentence that is CLOSEST in meaning to the sentence given in each of the following questions
18. He tries to practise English every day so he can speak English more fluently now.
A. The more he practises English, the more he can speak English.
B. The more he practises English, the more fluently he can speak it.
C. The more he tries to practise English, the most fluently he can speak it.
D. He tries to practise English every day, but he finds it difficult to speak English
19. We admire Lucy for (A) her intelligence (B), cheerful disposition (C) and she is honest (D).
20. The more (A) expensive the hotel (B) is, the best (C) the service is (D).
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